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A well-known result of Levitzki (see for instance [l], p. 199) asserts that 
a nil left ideal in a left Noetherian ring R must be nilpotent. Equivalently, 
it says that if M is a two-sided ideal of R and h is a left ideal of R such that 
given a E h there is an integer n(a) such that @(a) E M then P C M for some K. 
In this paper we consider a related but somewhat more general situation: 
X, p are merely left ideals of R and for every a E X, unto) E p for some integer 
n(a). We show that if R satisfies a polynomial identity or if n(a) = n is 
independent of a and if R is left Noetherian, then X” C p. We would con- 
jecture that the result were valid without any restriction other than R be left 
Noetherian. 
Our interest in the problem arose from a study of the radical of left Noethe- 
rian rings rather than from a desire to generalize Levitzki’s theorem. In the 
first version of our proof we made use of the “tertiary notions” introduced 
by Lesieur and Croisot [2], but by using Lemmas 1 and 2 we are now able 
to circumvent them. 
Recall that a ring is said to be left Noetherian if any nonempty set of left 
ideals has a maximal element. Let R be a left Noetherian ring. If p is a left 
ideal of R and b $ p let 
and let 
It is trivial that each M&L) is a two-sided ideal of R. Since R is Noetherian 
J?(P) has maximal elements (we merely need that R is Noetherian as regards 
two-sided ideals for this discussion and Lemmas 1 and 2). 
We begin with 
LEMMA 1. If M is maxGnu in .&X(p) then M is a prime ideal of R. 
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PROOF. By the definition of -/t(p), 31 is of the form Mb for some 6 $ I-L. 
From the very definition of :lfh , M,,, 3 Mb for any r E R; hence, if rb $ CL. 
by the masimality of Jf, we obtain that M,,, = J/I, . 
Suppose that 1 ‘I7 C 51 where L’, I- are two-sided ideals of R; thus 
I’T-Rb C p. If  I- < il;I then T’Rb I$ p*, so that arb $ p for some ZI E I-, r E R. 
By the remark made above, AI,.,, = M, . Since 1~Rarh C UTTRb C p, we 
get that 1’ C Curb = M, = M. 1Ve have shown that LY’C 31, l, I’ ideals 
of R, forces V C AB or I- C M; that is, :\I is a prime ideal of R. 
&%s in the commutative case we say that a left ideal p of R is irreducible if 
it is not the intersection of two larger left ideals of R. We proceed to 
LEhlMA 2. If  p is an irreducible left ideal of R then -:fl(p) has a unique 
maximal element P. Moreocer, if xRa C ~1 and a $ p then x E P. dlso, if 
T = (x E R 1 Px C CL} then T is a left ideal of R zchich properly contains CL. 
PROOF. Suppose that MO , &ZD are two distinct maximal elements in A’(p). 
By definition, then, Mflb $ p and M,a $ p. Consider 
if s E CL’ then 
Similarly, MaR.r’ C II. Therefore MZ r> Al, + Mb . By the maximality of 
Ma , Mb in A’(p) we conclude that M, can not be in A’(~); hence, x must be 
in p. On other words, p’ = CL, and so p has been represented as an interesec- 
tion of larger left ideals. This contradiction proves the first part of the lemma. 
The other parts are immediate. 
We call a ring a left Goldie ring if it satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on left annihilators and has no infinite direct sums of left ideals. We now 
show that if a piece of a prime left Goldie ring satisfies a polynomial identity 
then the whole ring satisfies a (possibly different) polynomial identity. This is 
LEMMA 3. Let R be a prime left Goldie ring and let ;2 # (0) be a left ideal 
of R; if -4 satisfies a pol’momial identity then R satisfies some polynomial 
identity. 
PROOF. By Goldie’s theorem, R can be imbedded as a left order in D,, , 
the ring of n x n matrices over a division ring D. To prove the result it is 
enough to show that D satisfies a polynomial identity. 
Now, by a recent result of Faith and Utumi [3], R contains a subring S, 
where S is isomorphic to A, where A C D has D as its ring of left quotients. 
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If we could show that d satisfies a polynomial identity then by a result of 
Amitsur [4] it would follow that D does. 
Since d is a left ideal of R and D has D as ring of left quotients we imme- 
diately get that A r\ S f  (0); hence, S has a nonzero left ideal which satis- 
fies a polynomial identity. Therefore d, has a nonzero left ideal which satis- 
fies a polynomial identity. 
What we have achieved in the above discussion is to reduce the general 
problem to the special case of the ring d, of 12 x n matrices, where d is a 
subring of a division ring D and has D as its ring of left quotients. 
So we suppose that (0) f  r2 Cd, is a left ideal satisfying a polynomial 
identity. I f  0 f  (sij) E ,-1 where aD4 + 0, then multiplying from the left by 
the matrix having O’s everywhere except in the (4,~) entry and having an 
arbitrary element of d there, we stay in rl so the resulting matrices satisfy 
the polynomial identity of A. Reading off the identity on the diagonal of 
these matrices yields that the left ideal diu,, of d satisfies a polynomial identity. 
Now any nonzero left ideal of d has the same ring of quotients as d does, 
thus da,, has D as its rings of left quotients. Since Aor,, satisfies a polynomial 
identity, invoking the above-cited result of Amitsur we conclude that D 
satisfies a polynomial identity. This proves the lemma. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of the paper, namely the 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a left Noetherian ring and suppose that A, p are left 
ideals of A such that for every a E A, an E p where n is a fixed positive integer. 
Then X2 C p for some positive integer k. 
PROOF. Suppose that the theorem is false; since R is Noetherian, there 
exists a left ideal p maximal with respect to the property that there is a left 
ideal X in which an E p for all a E h and yet hk $ p for any k. This maximal p 
is irreducible for if p = pL1 n p2 with pL1 f  p and pn # p by the choice of I*, 
PI C pL1 and h”z C y, , hence, /1’ Irl+lrz C p1 n pLa = p contrary to hypothesis. 
By Lemma 2, we can attach to p a prime ideal P of R such that: 
(i) I f  xRa C p and a $ p then x E P. 
(ii) I f  T = {X E R / Px C p} then T is a left ideal of Rproperly containing PL’ 
By our choice of CL, h, = X” C T for some M. Since every a E /\i is such that 
an E p, if we could show that hi” C p we would obtain that h”” C p and so we 
would be done. In other words, it is enough to show that a power of h, falls 
in II; that is, without loss of generality we may assume that X C T. 
If  h n p were contained in P, then, since for a E h, an E h n p, we would 
get that an E P for all a E h; by Levitzki’s theorem we would then get that 
Xt C P for some t, hence, htfl C PA C PT C p, the desired conclusion. Hence, 
we may assume without loss of generality that X n p $ P. 
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We linearize the relation a” E p for a E h to obtain 
c %(l, "' %bd E CL (1) 
oes, 
for all a, , ..., a, E A, where u runs over S, the symmetric group of degree n. 
In (1) pick a, , a+., a,-, E h r\ p and a, = a arbitrary in A. We get from (1) 
that is, 
Since p is irreducible and X $ p this forces 
z l%(l) ... U&-l) E P 
aES”--l 
for all a, , ***, a,-, E X n CL. 
Since A n p q! P in the left Noetherian prime ring R = R/P we have a 
nonzero left ideal (A n cl) which satisfies a polynomial identity 
By Lemma 3, R = R/P itself must satisfy a polynomial identity. Since i? has 
no nilpotent ideals, by Levitzki’s theorem it contains no nonzero nil ideals; 
by well-known results (for instance, Theorem 2, p. 227 or Theorem 2, 
p. 235 in [I]), since R satisfies a polynomial identity and is free of nil ideals 
it must satisfy some standard identity 
[Xl , .*., %nl = z (- lF%h) ‘.. “oh) . 
OESm 
In R this translates into: given any left ideal A of R then A satisfies some 
standard identity relative to P; that is, for some m, [al , *.a, urn] E P for all 
aI , --, a,cA. 
We return to our left ideals h and p. Pick A0 a left ideal of R such that 
(i) &CA. 
(9 ho $ P. 
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(iii) A, $ P. 
(iv) h, satisfies a standard identity relative to P of lowest degree among 
all the left ideals of R which satisfy 1,2, and 3. 
Suppose that the minimal standard identity satisfied by h, relative to P 
is [xi , *e*, x,]. Suppose that a E A, is such that )ba $ p; we propose to show 
that &,a C P. Since a” E TV and &a $ p, there is an integer k > 1 such that 
h,ak c p, X,ak-1 $ /A. 
Since for any rr , *a*, ~,-i E A, and xg = y  E A,, ,[rlu, ***, r&ra, y] E P, 
[ r,a, *-*, r,-,a, y] aL-l E Pa”-l C PA, C PT C II. Since A,& C p, expanding 
the standar identity we see that [rra, ..., r,-ra] yak-l E p for all y  E A, , 
71 > .**1 Tg-1 E A, , hence, 
[ Y#, *.*, TB-la] A&--l c/A. (2) 
Since RX,ak-1 C A,,u”-~ and &a”-1 I# p and TV is irreducible, we conclude 
that [~~a, **a, r,-la] E P for all rr , a**, ru-r E A, . Thus /\oa satisfies a standard 
identity relative to P of degree g - 1, and, since Ar,u C A, X,a $ II, we must 
have, by our choice of A, as having the polynomial identity re P of lowest 
degree, that h,a C P. In other words we have shown that given a E h, then 
X,a C p or h,a C P. I f  h,b $ P, A,c $ p for b, c E A, we easily get X&b + c) $ IL, 
h,(b + c) q! P, contrary to the above. Thus either 
(i) X,a C p for all a E A, or 
(ii) Qz C P for all a E A, . 
But this says that h,2 C p or h02 C P. I f  h02 C P, since P is a prime ideal of R, 
we get A, C P. I f  h02 C p then &RX0 C X,2 C TV, and, since, A,, $ TV we get that 
A, C P. Hence, A, C P in contradiction to A, $ P. With this the theorem is 
proved. 
If  one checks where in the proof the fact that an E p for a fixed n was used, 
one sees that it is used to prove the existence of a polynomial identity re P 
for any left ideal of R. Thus if R ab initio was assumed to satisfy a polyno- 
mial identity we could carry the argument just given in Theorem 1. This is 
the content of 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a left Noetherian ring satisfying a polynomial iden- 
tity; suppose that A, p are left ideals of R such that for every a E X there is an 
integer n(u) > 0 such that an(a) E p. Then hk C p for some positive integer k. 
W’e make one remark in conclusion. Let R be left Noetherian and let X 
be a left ideal of R. I f  n is a positive integer let A, = [C Ra” 1 a E A}. Then 
A, is a left ideal of R and certainly for every a E A, an E A,,; hence, Xfcn) C A, 
follows from Theorem 1. 
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